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The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second EditionApress, 2008
The Definitive Guide to SOA: Oracle® Service Bus, Second Edition targets professional software developers and architects who know enterprise development but are new to enterprise service buses (ESBs) and service–oriented architecture (SOA) development. This is the first book to cover a practical approach to SOA using the BEA...
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The Little Mac Book, Tiger EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
Adopting a back-to-the-basics approach, this best-selling little Mac classic has been revised and overhauled to introduce users to Tiger, Apple's newest version of its revolutionary operating system.    In the gentle, friendly, funny style that generations of computer users have come to know and love, author Robin Williams shows readers how to dive...
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Mastering Digital SLR PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2004

	This unique guide emphasizes digital "photography", rather than software. You'll learn how to take compelling pictures and make great images using imaging technology while focusing on the special strengths of digital SLR cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the digital SLR...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth Edition (Visual Quickstart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Like previous editions, HTML 4 for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide has won universal praise for being the most succinct, indispensable guide to using HTML to design Web pages. Completely updated for HTML 4, this third edition covers such important innovations as Cascading Style Sheets and dynamic HTML, as well as the improved...
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QuickTime Toolkit Volume Two: Advanced Movie Playback and Media Types (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Buried inside QuickTime are a host of powerful tools for creating, delivering, and playing digital media. The official QuickTime documentation explains 'what' each API function does. But knowing what each function does isn't enough to allow a developer to take full advantage of QuickTime. QuickTime Toolkit fills in the...
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iPhoto '11: The Macintosh iLife Guide to using iPhoto with OS X Lion and iCloudPeachpit Press, 2012

	iPhoto '11 helps you organize, edit, and share your photos. With iPhoto '11 it's easy to organize and manage the thousands (maybe tens of thousands) of photos on your Mac by Faces, Places, and Events. iPhoto '11 also comes with editing and enhancement tools that rival those in expensive photo software. And finally Share what...
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Sell It on eBay: TechTV's Guide to Successful Online AuctionsPeachpit Press, 2003
Got goods to sell? Then get this guide! Chances are, if something exists (and maybe even if it doesn't), it's been sold on eBay! But making sure that your items not just sell, but sell quickly, at your desired price, and without any snafus in shipping or payment takes some doing in the world's largest bazaar. To ensure that kind of eBay success,...
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Sams' Teach Yourself Linux in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
While this guide won't make you an expert in Linux, it will explain how to get Red Hat Linux to work and how to do basic things with it. Organized into 24 lessons that take about an hour apiece, this book helps you ensure that your system can handle Linux and walks you through the process of installing Red Hat Linux and the Xfree86 windowing...
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Network Query Language with CDROMJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn about an exciting new technology that is revolutionizing network and Internet content delivery
As the first pure language of the content engineering era, Network Query Language (NQL) is the ultimate tool for rapid and simple development of intelligent agents, bots, spiders, middleware, and scalable business-to-business content aggregation...
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Sams Teach Yourself OpenOffice.org 2, Firefox and Thunderbird for Windows All in One (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2005
The three leading open source alternatives to Microsoft Office,  Internet Explorer and Outlook are OpenOffice.org, Firefox and Thunderbird. If  you are looking to make the migration to these open source applications, Sams Teach Yourself OpenOffice.org 2, Firefox and Thunderbird  All in One will...
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Getting a Job in CG: Real Advice from Reel PeopleSybex, 2004
Get the Inside Track to Landing an Enviable Job in Computer Graphics
    
    Breaking into the wildly creative and fiery 3D/Effects industry is a tough proposition. With so many talented people competing for each alluring job, it’s imperative that candidates grasp what employers look for and make every attempt to...
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Running Mac OS X PantherO'Reilly, 2003
Apple® has shown no mercy to the Macintosh® power user---that dedicated individual who knows their Mac® inside and out: what makes it tick, and what makes it tick better. In the rapid evolution of Mac OS® X, there have been three major releases, and each new release challenges the power user to once more stay ahead of the learning...
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